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Abstract 

In this study, a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm-based Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is proposed for 
the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) system terminal tracking problem in the existence of time-delay and varying loads. AVR is a 
commonly used electronic device for maintaining generator output terminal voltage at a given reference under time-delays and varying 
load thus introduces a challenging electrical system problem. Time-delays exist in many real-world systems due to the lags in 
transmission and transport, in general, they have a negative effect on the stability and control design. For analysis, the time delay in is 
approximated by Padé approximation leading to the so-called nonminimum phase system. A nonminimum phase system represents the 
difficulty of controlling due to its zeroes in the right half side of the s-plane. To this aim, we utilize a PID controller, its design and 
application widely studied in real-time systems, thus it is a suitable selection for the AVR system. The optimal controller gains, 
namely, proportional Kp, integral Ki, and derivative Kd are found with the proposed PSO algorithm based on a commonly used error 
minimization objective function. The PSO-based optimal PID controller’s performance is analyzed with several methods including root 
locus, bode analysis, robustness, and disturbance rejection. It is demonstrated that the proposed PID controller improves the reference 
terminal voltage tracking performance of the AVR system. According to the obtained results, it has been revealed that the proposed 
PSO-based PID controller improves tracking properties under time-delay and load change thus it can be effectively used for synchronous 
generator automatic voltage regulator system terminal voltage stability.  
Keywords: Automat c voltage regulator, T me-delay systems, Part cle swarm opt m zat on, Proportional-integral-derivative 
controller, Robustness   

PSO Tabanlı PID Denet mc  kullanarak Zaman Gec kmel  OVR 
S stem n n Anal z  

Öz 

Bu çalışmada, zaman gec kmes  ve değ şken yükler karşısında Otomat k Voltaj Regülatörü (OVR) s stem  term nal referans voltaj 
ger l m  tak p problem  ç n b r Parçacık Sürüsü Opt m zasyonu (PSO) algor tması tabanlı Oransal-İntegral-Türev (OİT) kontrolörü 
öner lm şt r. OVR, jeneratör çıkış term nal voltajını bel rl  b r referansta zaman gec kmeler  ve değ şken yük altında tutmak ç n yaygın 
olarak kullanılan b r s stemd r, bundan dolayı zor b r elektr ksel problem  ortaya çıkarır. Zaman gec kmeler , let m ve aktarmadak  
gec kmelerden dolayı gerçek dünyadak  b rçok s stemde bulunur, genel olarak kararlılık ve kontrol tasarımı üzer nde olumsuz b r etk ye 
sah pt rler. Anal z ç n, zaman gec kmes , asgar  olmayan faz s stem ne yol açan Padé yaklaşımı le yaklaşık olarak tahm n ed lmekted r. 
Karmaşık faz s stem , s-düzlem n n sağ tarafında bulunan sıfırları neden yle kontrol güçlüğüne neden olur. Bu amaçla, OVR ç n gerçek 
zamanlı s stemlerde yaygın olarak kullanılan OİT kontrolör terc h ed lm şt r. Opt mal kontrolörün kazançları Kp, K  ve Kd, yaygın 
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0000-0001-9814-6339, ekose@tarsus.edu.tr  
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olarak kullanılan b r hata m n m zasyon objekt f fonks yonuna dayanarak PSO algor tması le opt m ze ed lm şt r. PSO tabanlı en uygun 
katsayılı OİT denetley c s n n performansı; kök yer eğr s , bode anal z , sağlamlık ve bozucu karşısındak  dayanımı g b  çeş tl  
yöntemlerle anal z ed lm şt r. Öner len OİT denetley c s n n OVR çıkış referans term nal ger l m zleme performansını y leşt rd ğ  
görülmüştür. Elde ed len sonuçlara göre, öner len PSO tabanlı OİT kontrolörünün zaman gec kmes  ve yük değ ş m  altında zleme 
özell kler n  gel şt rd ğ , böylece senkron jeneratör otomat k voltaj regülatörü s stem  term nal voltaj kararlılığı ç n etk l  b r şek lde 
kullanılab leceğ  ortaya çıkmıştır. 
Anahtar Kel meler: Otomat k voltaj regülatörü, Zaman gec kmel  s stemler, Parçacık sürüsü opt m zasyonu, Oransal- ntegral-türev 
denet mc s , kararlılık 

1. Introduction 
Synchronous generators are used to generate electr cal energy n power plants such as hydroelectr c, w nd energy, gas turb nes, 

thermal, and nuclear. One of the most mportant problems n synchronous generators s keep ng the term nal output voltage constant 
aga nst load fluctuat ons. An electron c dev ce called automat c voltage regulator to keep the term nal output voltage constant by 
chang ng the exc tat on voltage of synchronous generators. In other words, t prov des voltage stab l ty. 

It requ res that the AVR operates w th a controller n order to keep the term nal output voltage at a reference value. When the 
l terature s exam ned most of the stud es ut l ze a proport onal- ntegral-der vat ve controller to keep AVR output voltage at the des red 
value. These stud es are about the opt mal calculat on of the PID controller’s control var ables coeff c ents. The results of the 
performance of d fferent algor thms for opt mal ty have been compared and exam ned. Some of these can be g ven as Bhat  and 
N tnawwre (2012) genet c part cle swarm Sah b (2015), d fferent al evolut on, Gozde and Taplamac oglu (2011) art f c ally bee colony, 
B ngul and Karahan (2018) cuckoo search, Ek nc  et al. (2018), Whale, Ek nc  et al (2019) Harr s Hawks, dos Santos et al. (2019) 
chaot c opt m zat on, Razmjooy et al. (2016) world cup compet t ons, and Ek nc  and Hek moğlu (2019) k dney- nsp red algor thms. 

The performance of d fferent control methods as much as PID-based stud es for the control of the AVR system are also nvest gated. 
Some of these mportant techn ques appl ed to the AVR system are as follows. R be ro et al. (2015) sl d ng mode control, Els s  et al. 
(2019) the neural network pred ct ve controller, Abegaz and Kueber (2019) Smart Control, Bhutto et al. (2019) Probab l st c Neural 
Network (PNN) based control, Ort z-Qu sbert et al. (2018) fract onal-order model reference adapt ve control are appl ed methods on 
AVR. 

Kennedy and Eberhart developed a PSO algor thm based on the soc al behav or of b rd and f sh swarms n 1995. PSO should be 
cons dered as the analys s of a s mpl f ed soc al model based on the opt m zat on of nonl near funct ons Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). 
The PSO algor thm, based on swarm ntell gence, reaches the target accord ng to the purposeful opt m zat on of the behav or of an mals 
n s tuat ons such as food and safety. The PSO algor thm has been successfully appl ed to many d fferent systems. We can some of these 

stud es as follows.  

Doctor et al. (2004) have demonstrated that PSO prov des a good solut on for target track ng systems of unmanned veh cles and 
mob le robots. Jeong et al. (2010) have been proposed a new B nary PSO approach nsp red by quantum comput ng for the solut on of 
un t comm tment problems n power systems. Zhou et al. (2016) est mated the landsl de d splacement n the Three Gorges Reservo r, 
Ch na by us ng the PSO algor thm. God o and Sant lano (2018) nvest gated the appl cab l ty of PSO to l near and nonl near mult -
parameter problems. They appl ed PSO us ng the observed geophys cal data to produce a cons stent Earth model such as electr cal 
res st v ty at depth. That s, they have demonstrated the appl cab l ty of PSO to solve the geophys cal nverse problem. Madol at et al. 
(2017) are represented gas networks trans ent s mulat on s mpl f cat on w th known nlet and outlet pressures. The actual values of 
pressures and flow rates calculated n d fferent network nodes obta ned us ng opt mum nlet flow rates can be est mated by algor thms. 
Malm r et al. (2018) developed an adapt ve neuro-fuzzy nference system based PSO algor thm for the asphalt depos t on problem n 
the o l ndustr es. 75 exper mental data n the l terature were used to test the tra n ng and success of the PSO algor thm. Accord ng to 
the graph cal and stat st cal reports, the r PSO algor thm has shown to have a feas ble potent al for nvest gat ng the effect on asphaltene 
nh b tors. 

One of the mportant ssues affect ng the opt m zat on algor thm s t me-delays. T me-delays ex st n many forms and systems such 
as temperature changes, nformat on, energy, mass change, nterconnected subsystems, sensors. T me delay s an mportant factor to be 
cons dered espec ally n complex structural systems. Because t me lag may ar se dur ng the operat on of these systems. When the t me 
lag s not taken nto cons derat on n theoret cal and s mulat on stud es of these systems, t s nev table to encounter problems n pract cal 
appl cat on. Some stud es that take nto account t me delay are as follows. B rs et al. (2018) nvest gated n deta l the results of fract onal 
order PI controller des gned for second-degree dead t me processes n an exper ment. Narang et al. (2010) fract onal-order system 
models based on a reference model w th and w thout t me delays, the adjustment of the PI controllers has ntroduced a relevant servo 
control strategy. In add t on, an terat ve opt m zat on method by m n m z ng a quadrat c cost funct on s proposed to f nd sat sfactory 
adjustment parameters of the controller. 

In th s study, PSO opt m zat on algor thm s proposed for the control of a PID based t me-delay AVR system The dynam c system 
response of the t me-delay AVR system s nvest gated w th a PSO-based PID controller f rst t me. The stab l ty of th s system, w th and 
w thout a controller s stud ed and analys s s performed n both t me and frequency doma ns. By des gn ng a controller to the system, 
we show how the system behav or changes n deta l. The obta ned results are demonstrated that the proposed PSO tuned PID controller 
can be appl ed to the t me-delayed AVR system. 
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2. Material and Method 

2.1. PID Controller 

PID controllers are hav ng a robust structure and ts proport onal,  ntegral, and der vat ve ga ns w th a f rst-order f lter s added, 
are g ven n F gure 1.  

 

Figure 1. PID controller structure 

𝐺 (𝑠) =
( )

( )
= 𝐾 + + .   (1) 

2.2 AVR System Model ng w th t me delay 

AVR maintains of the synchronous generator at the reference voltage. A voltage sensor updates the output and it is compared with the 
reference voltage signal. Then the error is produced and transmitted to the amplifier.  And, commonly, exciter signal transmission possesses 
a time-delay to control the generator field winding. With this in mind, AVR system components transfer functions are: amplifier transfer 
function 𝐺 (𝑠), exciter transfer function 𝐺 (𝑠), generator transfer function 𝐺 (𝑠), Sensor transfer function 𝐺 (𝑠), and Padé approximated 
time-delay transfer function 𝐺 (𝑠) are given in the sequel. 
 

According to academic studies in the literature, constants of AVR subsystems are given below. 10 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 40, 1. 0 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 10,  0.7 ≤
𝐾 ≤ 1.0,   𝐾 = 1.0 , 0.02 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 0.1, 0.5 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 1.0 , 1.0 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 2.0, 0.001 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 0.06. The subsystem constants selected are 
as follows. 𝐾 = 10, 𝐾 = 1.0, 𝐾 = 1.0, 𝐾 =1.0, 𝑇 = 0.1, 𝑇 = 0.4, 𝑇 = 1.0, and 𝑇 = 0.01 Elsisi et al. (2019). 
 

The time delay is approximated by Padé approximation, leading to a transfer function presentation so-called a nonminimum phase 
system. A nonminimum phase system represents the difficulty of controlling due to its zeroes in the complex right half-side of s-plane. 
For control design in this study, delay dynamics is approximated by a first of Padé approximation as follows, 

𝑒 =
− 𝑠 + 1

𝑠 + 1
. 

 

(2) 

where, 𝑡  is the time delay in the AVR model, chosen as 𝑡 = 0.1 secs. Since we address set-point tracking of terminal output voltage 
during steady-state, the magnitude and order of the Padé approximation are important. Higher order approximation can be used at the 
computational cost as well as making the system harder to analyze. 
 

The ampl f er, exciter, generator, sensor, and delay dynamics are shown in equation (3). 
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The transfer function of AVR system without a controller is leading to equation (4) 

𝐺 (𝑠) =
𝑉 (𝑠)

𝑉 (𝑠)
=

𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)

1 + 𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)𝐺 (𝑠)
=

−0.005 𝑠2 −  0.4 𝑠 +  10

2𝑒 − 05 𝑠5 +  0.00267 𝑠4 +  0.07315 𝑠3 +  0.6305 𝑠2 +  1.06 𝑠 +  11
. 

 

(4) 

 The zeros-poles of the AVR system are given in Table 1. The system has a stable pole, a pair of stable conjugate poles and a a pair of 
unstable conjugate poles, a zero in the left side of the s-plane and a nonminimum phase zero, i.e., n the r ght s de of the s-plane.  
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Table 1. Poles and zeros of the AVR system w thout a controller 

Poles and Zeros Values Stability 

P1 -100.04 +0i Stable Pole 

P2 -16.94 + 4.47i Stable Pole 

P3 -16.94 - 4.47i Stable Pole 

P4 0.21 + 4.23i Unstable Pole 

P5 0.21 - 4.23i Unstable Pole 

Z1 -100+0  Zero n the left-s de of the s-plane 

Z2 20+0  Nonm n mum phase zero, .e., n the r ght s de of the s-plane 

 
Figure 2. Closed loop AVR model structure with time delay 

 
The dynamic behavior of this system can be observed by a unit step response. For this, a Simulink model is constructed and depicted 

in Figure 2. We demonstrate a unit step response of the time-delay AVR system without a controller in Figure 3.  

 

F gure 3. The term nal voltage response of the AVR system w thout a controller under time delay ts=0.1 secs 

As observed in Figure 3, the output voltage is not tracking the desired reference because the system is unstable. The stability behavior 
of the system can be better seen by examining the zeros-poles of the AVR system. These unstable poles cause the system to go unstable as 
seen in Figure 3. It can cause great damage to electricity transmission and distribution systems, protection generators and other generators. 
They can cause strain on the lines and increase losses. It can also lead to prolonged power outages. We show the open-loop system poles 
and zeros in the root locus diagram in Figure 4. The main goal in the design is not only to drive the system back to stable form but also to 
enhance closed-loop system characteristics of the AVR system i.e., maximum overshoot, settling time, rise time and steady-state error with 
a PID controller. The open-loop root locus plot is given in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Poles and zeros in open-loop AVR system  
 

The generator output voltage, transient state behaviors should be improved as well as the steady-state error should be reduced to zero 
in the existence of time-delay and varying load. To achieve these, that is, to bring the system to a point that will show optimal behaviors, a 
high-performance controller must be added to the system. In this study, a PID controller is chosen for the control of the AVR system. The 
closed-loop control structure of the AVR system with the PID controller is given in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. The closed loop-AVR model structure with PID controller and time-delay and disturbance load  
The closed-loop transfer function with its 𝐾  proportional, 𝐾  integral, and 𝐾  derivative gains to be determined with the following 

objective function. 

2.3 Object ve Funct on  

Numerous cost funct ons have been descr bed n the related stud es to determ ne the PID controller ga ns to opt mally mprove the 
dynam c behav or of the AVR system. Object ve funct ons are nclud ng Mp, tr, ts and Ess control cr ter a. It s the performance nd cator 
for the AVR system to have m n mum values of these cr ter a for a un t step response. In th s study, we measure the performance us ng 
a t me-we ghted squared error (ITSE) funct on of the track ng error for a step reference under t me-delay and d sturbances, comb ned 
w th a measure of the energy of the ncremental control n equat on (5). 

𝐼𝑇𝑆𝐸 = ∫ 𝑡|𝑉 − 𝑉 | 𝑑𝑡 = ∫ 𝑡|𝑒| 𝑑𝑡.  (5) 

2.4 Proposed PSO Algor thm 

The swarms such as nsects, herds, b rds, and f shes show cooperat ve behav ors to f nd food. Each member of these constantly 
changes the search pattern accord ng to the r own and other members' learn ng exper ences. PSO s a meta-heur st c algor thm that 
makes very few assumpt ons and can scan very large cand date solut on areas. L ke other meta-heur st c algor thms, t can guarantee 
that t f nds the most su table solut on. 

The PSO algor thm has a populat on called swarm. It works by hav ng a populat on of cand date solut ons called part cles. These 
part cles move n the search area accord ng to a few s mple formulas Zhang et al (2015). In PSO, wh le part cles are mov ng 
stochast cally towards new pos t ons; ts speed, ts prev ous best performance, and ts ne ghbors' best prev ous performance are taken 
nto account Kennedy and Eberhart (2001). 
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The mot ons of the part cles are gu ded by the r best-known pos t on n the search area as well as the best-known pos t on of the 
whole herd. Once mproved pos t ons are revealted, they w ll come to gu de the herd's movements. The process s repeated and t s 
hoped that th s w ll result n a sat sfactory solut on. 

The PSO algor thm expresses a part n the swarm n two equat ons based on ts speed and pos t on. These equat ons (6-7) based on 
speed and locat on are g ven below. PSO evaluates the object ve at all part cles and records the current pos t on for part cle 𝑝(𝑖), for 
each 𝑖. In add t on, def n t ons and n t al parameters values for the PSO algor thm are g ven n Table 2. Mühürcü et al. (2017). 

Table 2. Parameters and var ables for PSO algor thm 

Parameter and 
var ables 

Def nes 

w Intert a coeff c ent 

c1,2 Accelerat on coeff c ent 
x (t) .  part cle's pos t on 
v (t) .  part cle's veloc ty 

P (t)=pbest .  part cle's the best pos t on 

g(t)=gbest 
.  part cle's global  the best 

pos t on 

𝑇  Sample  t me  

𝑇  S mulat on  t me 

Iterat on Number  of terat on for converge 

Part cals Number  of part cles 

 

𝑣 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑣 (𝑡) + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑃 (𝑡) − 𝑋 (𝑡) + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑔 (𝑡) − 𝑋 (𝑡) ,   (6) 

  
𝑥 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝑣 (𝑡).   (7) 

 

The update of PSO algor thm s as follows: update the we ghted sum of veloc ty  𝑣 (𝑡) at t me 𝑡, relat ve d fference between the 
best pos t on 𝑃 (𝑡) and current pos t on 𝑋 (𝑡) the part cle has seen at t me 𝑡, and relat ve d fference between the best pos t on 𝑔 (𝑡) and 
the current pos t on 𝑋 (𝑡) n the global search space at t me 𝑡 are used to update the veloc ty at 𝑡 + 1 n equat on (6). F nally, we update 
the pos t on at 𝑡 + 1 n equat on (7). The standard flow chart for PSO have been shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. PSO flow cart Wang et al. (2009) 
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3. Simulation Study and Discussion  
In this section, we demonstrate the workings of the proposed PID controller for the time-delay AVR system. The optimal gains are 

computed with PSO optimization using the objective function defined earlier. The proposed PSO-based PID controller with the first-
order filter on its derivative structure is implemented in Simulink software, shown in Figure 7. Several techniques including time-
domain transient response analysis, frequency-domain analysis, and robustness analysis are carried out with the designed PSO-based 
PID controller in the sequel.  

 
Figure 7. The closed loop-AVR model structure with PSO tuned PID controller and time-delay 

 
As stated, we use ITSE objective in optimization by PID parameters that are calculated with PSO algorithm as shown in Figure 7. 

𝑇 = 0.001 secs, 𝑇 = 10 secs, number of terat on s set to 200 and part cle s ze s set to 50. The optimal parameters after several 
run in MATLAB software are calculated as 𝐾 = 0.4275, 𝐾 = 0.2640 and 𝐾 = 0.1194. 

3.1 Root Locus 

The Root Locus analys s for the AVR system tuned by the PSO algor thm s demonstrated. the t me-delay AVR system presents 
nonm n mum phase behav or, mean ng that t has a r ght half s de plane zero that adds negat ve phase to the system. Thus slow system 
response and l m ted bandw dth are mposed. The ga ns should be carefully determ ned by the PSO algor thm such that the system 
rema ns stable aga nst all perturbat ons and present a good track ng behav or. The closed-loop transfer funct on w th found PID 
coeff c ents s g ven below: 

𝐺 (𝑠) =
𝑉 (𝑠)

𝑉 (𝑠)

=
−0.0006013𝑠  −  0.05024 𝑠  +  1.03𝑠  +  4.175𝑠 +   2.64

4𝑒 − 08𝑠  +  2.534𝑒 − 05𝑠  +  0.002816𝑠  +  0.07441𝑠 +  0.5735𝑠  +  2.551𝑠  +  5.148𝑠 + 2.64 
. 
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Table 3. Poles and zeros of the AVR system w th PID controller 
Poles and 
Zeros 

Values Stability 

P1 -500.02+0i Stable Pole 

P2 -99.36+0i Stable Pole 

P3 -25.03+0i Stable Pole 
P4 -2.68 + 4.08i Stable Pole 
P5 -2.68 - 4.08i Stable Pole 

P6 -2.98+0i Stable Pole 
P7 -0.75+0i Stable Pole 

Z1 -100+0i Zero n the left s de of the s-plane 

Z2 20+0i Nonm n mum phase zero, ,e., n the r ght s de of the s-plane 

Z3 -2.76+0i Zero n the left-s de of the s-plane 
Z4 -0.79+0i Zero n the left-s de of the s-plane 

 
        We can observe from Table 3, all closed-loop poles are stable w th PSO opt m zed PID controller ga ns. We have 
successfully stab l zed system, on the other hand, nonm n mum phase zero, .e., Z2 st ll possesses some l m tat on n terms of 
ach evable t me and frequency doma n performances.  

 
a) Poles of closed-loop system 

 
b) Zeros of closed-loop system 

 

Figure 8. Closed-loop Root locus of AVR system 

From F gure 9,  we see that all poles of the PID based AVR system l e n the left half s de of the s-plane. Therefore, the t me-delay AVR 
system s stable. 

3.2 Trans ent Analys s 

The transient response to the PID controller optimized by the PSO algorithm for the time-delay AVR system is studied in this section. 
Performance indices such as peak overshoot, settling time, rise time, and peak time obtained by the proposed PSO algorithm is depicted in 
Figure 8.  

 
Figure 9. Transient response of AVR system to a unit step input 
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For system stability maximum overshoot and settling time are essential and desired to maintain at low values. It is noted that maximum 
overshoot and rise time are conflicted objectives, thus can not be minimized simultaneously. Steady-state behavoir of the system is also a 
dynamic response analysis tool, which is closely related to transient response performance indices.  

3.3 Bode Analys s 

To analyze the frequency doma n behav or of the AVR system opt m zed by the PSO algor thm. magn tude and phase plots are 
llustrated n F gure 10. For compar son purposes, bode plots of both open-loop and closed-loop (w th PID controller) are drawn. The 

t me-delay AVR system w th the PSO-based PID controller exh b ts a m n mum peak ga n 0.651 dB at 0.523 Hz, prov d ng max mum 
phase marg n 152. Th s s real zed that the system w th t me-delay can follow the reference voltage set po nt w th h gh accuracy.  

a) Bode diagram open-loop system.  b) Bode diagram of closed-loop (with PSO-based PID 
controller)  

F gure 10. Frequency response of AVR system 

3.4 Robustness and D sturbance Reject on Analys s 

Th s sect on s devoted to evaluate the robustness aga nst parametr c uncerta nt es n the system and to represent the d sturbance 
reject on ab l ty of the PSO-based PID controller. F rst, we analyze, the uncerta nt es n t me constants (𝑇 , 𝑇 , 𝑇 , 𝑇 ) are w th n range 
±50% n steps of ±25%. We further analyze the robustness aga nst t me delay 𝑡  n the AVR system. Here, the appl ed d sturbance 
prof le, n F gure 11 (a), s also ncluded n the analys s steps. Value of the d sturbance s gnal s ±10%, appl ed at t=4 and 7 secs. In 
compar son w th nom nal values, t s nferred from F gures (b-e), the PID controller opt m zed w th PSO algor thm exh b ts sat sfactory 
robustness n sp te of large parametr c change n t me constants of AVR system thus, nd cat ng the PSO-based PID controlled AVR 
system s robust. As th s paper ma nly concern to t me-delay analys s n control des gn, we also dep ct controller performance aga nst 
uncerta nt es n t me delay. To th s end, var at on, rang ng ±50% n steps of ±25% s shown n F gure 11 (f). It s concluded n 
robustness analys s that the proposed controller tuned by the PSO algor thm der ves the system to step reference n presence of parameter 
uncerta nt es and unexpected d sturbances. 

a) Disturbance profile applied to AVR system 
b)  Voltage change when Ta is changing in range of ±𝟓𝟎% 
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c)  Voltage change when Te is changing in range of 
±𝟓𝟎% 

 

d)  Voltage change when Tg is changing in range of ±𝟓𝟎% 

 

e) Voltage change when Ts is changing in range of 
±𝟓𝟎% 

 
f) Voltage change when ts is changing in range of 

±𝟓𝟎% 

F gure 11. Robustness analys s of t me-delay AVR system w th proposed PSO algor thm. 

4. Conclusions and Future Works 

In this article, the stabilization and tracking problems of the time-delay AVR system based on a PSO optimized PID controller are 
investigated. We study the performance of the design for the AVR system with ITSE objective function. The proposed cost function is 
utilized in the PSO algorithm for optimal tuning of the PID controller coefficients. We first analyze the dynamic response quantities 
including peak overshoot, rise time, settling time, steady-state error. Then, we analyze the Bode plots of the system for the frequency 
behavior of the AVR system based on the PSO algorithm. Furthermore, the PID controller is tested whether the design is robust under 
parametric uncertainties and unexpected disturbance loads. The obtained results reveal that the PID controller based on the PSO 
algorithm is robust against uncertainties in AVR parameters for synchronous generator AVR systems. Future studies will involve 
analyzing the same system structure with a PID controller based on different heuristic algorithms. 
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